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Nuclear fusion is known to be an energy source that holds the potential to provide a sustainable, 

environmentally responsible and dispatchable high power density energy supply solution for the 

future of mankind. The most promising approaches to harness fusion energy are nowadays based on 

magnetically confined high-temperature plasmas within specifically designed toroidal devices [1]. 

Persistent research on thermonuclear magnetic confinement fusion has led to current design activities 

regarding a demonstration fusion reactor (DEMO) which is foreseen to be realised as a so-called 

tokamak type reactor [2]. One predominantly challenging issue with respect to the realisation of a 

DEMO reactor is the design and manufacture of highly loaded plasma-facing components (PFCs) 

that have to sustain intense particle, heat and neutron fluxes during fusion operation [3]. For such 

PFCs, specific high performance materials are needed in order that reliable components can be 

designed. Regarding materials that are directly facing a fusion plasma, tungsten (W) is currently 

considered the preferred plasma-facing material (PFM) for future magnetic confinement 

thermonuclear fusion reactors. This is mainly due to the fact that W exhibits a high threshold energy 

for sputtering by as well as a low retention of hydrogen isotopes which represent the fuel for the 

fusion reactions [4]. A particularly critical aspect with respect to PFCs in a DEMO reactor are 

transient wall loadings that can e.g. arise due to plasma instabilities in a tokamak. Such transient 

events can lead to very intense heat loadings (several tens of GW/m2 for time periods of a few ms) 

on PFCs that in turn can damage the blanket structures of a reactor severely [5]. In order to protect 

the wall of a fusion reactor against such events specific limiter PFCs are currently being investigated. 

These components are foreseen to baffle the short and intense heat pulses to the reactor walls in order 

that blanket structures behind these limiter components are not thermally overloaded or damaged. A 

possible material solution for such limiter PFCs is the use of tailored porous W materials. With such 

metamaterials, components can be realised that combine an overall low thermal conductance due to 

the incorporated porosity with the beneficial plasma-wall interaction properties of W. However, W is 

a difficult material to work with as it is an intrinsically hard and brittle metal which means that the 

machining of W is laborious and expensive. Against these limitations, additive manufacturing (AM) 

methods represent a versatile approach for the realisation of geometrically complex W parts. The 

characteristic feature of AM processes is that three-dimensional objects are created by sequential 

layerwise deposition of material under computer control which means that with such an approach 

parts with high geometrical complexity can be realised straightforwardly. In recent years, substantial 

progress has been achieved regarding the AM of metals by means of laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) 

which is a technology that allows the direct AM of a wide variety of metals without the need for 

binder phases. During LPBF, raw powder material is selectively melted and consolidated by means 

of a laser beam that is focused onto a powder bed [6]. The cover image illustrates the top view on a 

W specimen with a tailored lattice architecture that was fabricated by means of LPBF. Such porous 

W lattices are currently being investigated with respect to limiter PFCs as described above. The 

illustrated specimen is a lattice structure that is derived from a parametric solid model based on the 

repetition of a tetrakaidecahedron (Kelvin model). Such a model was in the past also applied and 

validated with respect to open-cell Aluminium foams [7]. The parameters for the illustrated W lattice 



structure were derived with the help of a design optimisation yielding a tailored anisotropic lattice 

geometry that fulfils functional requirements in terms of the thermal diffusivity behaviour. For the 

fabrication of the illustrated W lattice specimen an AconityONE LPBF facility equipped with a fibre 

laser operating at a wavelength of 1075 nm was used. The specialty of this facility is an inductive 

heating system with which high build plate temperatures of up to 1000 °C can be ensured during the 

AM process. It is known that such a preheating is beneficial during LPBF processing of high melting 

point refractory metals with a high ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT), like W. 

Regarding laser exposure parameters for LPBF processing of pure W on the abovementioned facility 

previous studies showed that energy densities of about 250 J/mm3 yield good consolidation of 

approximately 98% relative mass density when spheroidised pure W powder as well as Argon as 

protective atmosphere are used [8]. However, W is a particularly challenging material for LPBF 

processing due to the intrinsic properties of this metal, especially the high DBTT, in combination with 

the high thermal gradients that occur during a LPBF process due to the laser-material interaction 

(spatial temperature gradients of approximately 102 Kmm−1 to 104 Kmm−1 as well as cooling rates 

higher than 104 Ks−1 [6]). Hence, W parts fabricated by means of LPBF typically exhibit microcracks 

that clearly manifest during metallographic investigations. Up to now, several studies confirm this 

microcrack formation but there is currently no method known that completely mitigates microcracks 

in W consolidated by means of LPBF [9-14]. Nevertheless, the illustrated cover image demonstrates 

that the AM of complex and tailored W structures is feasible. Upcoming research work will comprise 

the thermal and mechanical characterisation as well as the investigation of plasma-material 

interaction properties of W lattice structures as illustrated in the image. These investigations will 

reveal if such materials exhibit adequate properties that are appropriate with respect to PFC 

applications in magnetic confinement fusion devices. 
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